Long-lasting
relationships.
You’re proud of the physical plant you manage. Whether it’s a new, state-of-the-art facility
or an aging property, your responsibility is to
make sure all systems keep running smoothly. Our responsibility is to make that happen.
Eckhardt & Johnson, Inc. has kept industrial,
municipal, educational, medical and correctional facilities humming since 1917. We’ve
worked with some customers for over forty
years. Thanks to the well-known skill and
reputation of our expert technicians, we even
get referrals from our competitors.

What we do.
•
•
•
•

Mechanical Design/Construction
Manufacture, Installation, Maintenance
Install HVAC (new and upgrades)
Process Piping (turnkey or component,
large or small diameter)
• Boiler Sales, Service, Installation
• Design Build Mechanical Engineering

So why choose us?
We know other companies do bits and pieces of
what we do. But again and again, managers tell
us what they really need in a mechanical contractor: trust; quality, on-time performance; and
a thorough understanding of all systems. At
Eckhardt & Johnson, that’s only the beginning.
We’re the state’s oldest, continually operating,
mechanical contractor, yet we stay current with
new and expanded services, products and methods. We have the flexibility to design from
scratch, install and maintain a process customized to your specific situation. Because we
form no exclusive alliances with manufacturers,
we can offer the best equipment for the job
regardless of make.
Available on short notice, our technicians form a
“strong chain of knowledge” so we can easily
match the right team to the right project. A fleet
of over 20 radio-dispatched service trucks are on
call 24/7 to handle any emergency.
Above all, we’re a well-respected, stable company
that can do it all for you. We like what we do
and our people are happy doing it.
Which just might be the best reason of all to rely
on Eckhardt & Johnson.
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HVAC, plumbing,
and process piping.
Since 1917.

Preventive maintenance
contracts.
You may have learned it the hard way: process
shutdowns are very costly. Our goal is to prevent problems by keeping your equipment in
proper working order.
Preventive maintenance contracts typically
involve twice-yearly servicing of components
such as filters and coils. This allows us to keep
your systems in tip-top condition and instantly
identify any developing maintenance situations
that could cause system failure.
•
•
•
•

On-time repairs minimize downtime
Maximize production
Schedule service for minimal plant disruption
Work during off-hours as needed

If you’re building or
renovating, we design,
install and maintain all
HVAC and plumbing
equipment. Our
full-spectrum service
makes sure systems are
designed to best meet
your needs and are
correctly installed and
maintained.

Cost-saving contractor.
We know you could try doing this in-house. But
examine the cost. Even the best technician can’t
“know it all”; you’d need a large staff, including
some highly-trained people with salaries to match.
Because we’re a contractor, we can put a wellrounded team to work for you at a price you can
afford:
• Certified Welders
• Licensed Plumbers – Masters, Journeymen,
Apprentices
• Certified Refrigerant Transition and Recovery
Technicians
• Certified Medical Gas Installers
As your contractor, we offer reliability in
meeting tight deadlines and special
requirements. You avoid the overhead of
storing, maintaining and updating the
state-of-the-art equipment we use every day.
We help you stretch already-thin resources
even further.

